
SOFTWARE TO HELP
STUDENTS CORRECT

THEIR SPELLING

Take those texts and use a spell
checker software to correct them. 

Spelling correction exercises

Refer to PRACTICAL SHEETS n°:

Use these TOOLBOX resources:

October arrive, spreading a damp chill
over the grounds and into the castle.
Madam Pomfrey, the nurse, was kept
busy by a suden spate of colds among
the staff and students. Her Pepperup
potion work instantly, though it left the
drinker smoking at the ears for several
hours after ward. Ginny Weasley, who
had been lookin pale, was bulied into
taking some by Percy. The steam
poring from under her vivid hairs gave
the impression that her whole head
was on fire.

Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets

~ J.K. Rowling

N° 9

Spelling mistakes were added to the texts .

 MC28, MC31, MC36,...

Co:Writer, Grammarly, Hemmingway Ed

When I wayke up, the other side of the bed is
cold. My fingers stretch out, seeking Prim’s
warms but finding only the rouf canvas cover
of the matress. She must have had bad dreams
and climbed in with our mother. Of course, she
did. This is the day of the reapping.
I prop myself up on one elbow. There’s enough
light in the bedroom to see them. My little
sister, Prim, curlled up on her side, cocoonned
in my mother’s body, their cheaks pressed
together. In sleep, my mother look younger,
still worn but not so beaten-down. Prim’s face
is as fresh as a raindrop, as lovely as the
primrose for witch she was named. My mother
was very beautiful ounce, too. Or so they tell
me.

The Hunger Games
~ Susan Collins

Which software did you use? 

What are its benefits? 

What are its downsides?  

Which software did you use? 

What are its benefits? 

What are its downsides?  
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What to do to boost spelling.
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Make reference to PRACTICAL SHEETS n°:

Use these TOOLBOX resources:

 MC28, MC31, MC36,...

Co:Writer, Grammarly, Hemmingway Ed

Spelling correction exercises

Reading a lot is a good spelling booster. 
He turned and gazed tiredly into the full-lengs
mirror acros the room. The man staring back at
him was a stranger--tousseled and weary.

You need a vacation, Robert.

The past year had taken a heavy tol on him, but
he didn't appreciate seeing proof in the mirror.
His usually sharp blue eyes looked hazy and
drown tonight. A dark stubble was chrouding his
strong jaw and dimpled chin. Around his
temples, the grey highlights were advancing,
making their way deaper into his thicket of
corse black hair. Although his female
colleagues insisted the gray only accentuated
his bookish appeal, Langdon knewed better.

If Boston Magazine could see me now. 

The Da Vinci Code
~Dan Brown

How would you create an activity
around spelling?

SOFTWARE TO HELP
STUDENTS CORRECT

THEIR SPELLING

N° 9

What activities for reading can you put
into place to boost their spelling? 

Take the texts below and catch errors
with spell-checker software.

Which software did you use? 
What are its benefits? 
What are its downsides?  


